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This paper deals with second-best one-route congestion pricing in case of an
untolled alternative. Using a two-link network simulation model, the effects of
various demand and cost parameters on the relative efficiency of one-route tolling
are analyzed. It is investigated whether the existence of costs of congestion
charging may be a reason for one-route tolling to be more ‘‘overall efficient’’ than
two-route tolling. Finally, the efficiency of revenue-maximizing one-route and
two-route tolling is discussed. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study the relative efficiency of second-best congestion
pricing in the case where road users can choose between a tolled and an

Žuntolled route. Clearly, as people will generally prefer free or at least
.cheap alternatives, the resulting choice processes are particularly interest-

ing when considering congestion. There are various reasons why such
situations may occur in practice. First, the regulator may leave an alterna-
tive untolled for equity reasons; for instance to protect low-income groups
from having to pay fees, or to increase the social feasibility of road pricing
Ž w x.see Starkie 15 . Alternatively, untolled alternatives may be present when
Ž .electronic toll experiments are being undertaken. Furthermore, the same
type of situation prevails with the occurrence of so-called ‘‘rat-running:’’
drivers using escape routes in order to avoid certain toll-points. On the
other hand, the cost of toll collection may actually justify the choice of not
regulating an entire road network, but only some of its major links instead.
Finally, part of the road infrastructure may be privately owned and tolled,
with a publicly provided alternative offered for free. In what follows, the
efficiency sides to one-route tolling are discussed, and we are therefore
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concerned with the latter four types of reason for untolled alternatives to
exist.

Ž .Probably the first qualitative discussion of the problem of congestion
w xregulation on two routes can be found in the classic article by Knight 10 .

w x w xLater on, Levy-Lambert 11 and Marchand 12 were the first to derive the´
optimal one-route toll with an untolled alternative. Recent discussions of
two-route problems in the context of the dynamic bottleneck model with

w xinelastic demand can be found in Arnott et al. 2, 5 and Bernstein and El
w x ŽSanhouri 6 although the latter actually also do consider elastic demand,

.but not with the second-best optimal one-route toll . In our static equilib-
rium approach, elasticity of demand, for instance resulting from the
presence of alternative transport modes, can easily be considered and will
actually turn out to be of crucial importance for the efficiency of one-route
tolling. On the other hand, dynamic departure time decisions will be
ignored, which renders our analyses supplementary to the latter three

Ž .mentioned above. In addition, we will also pay attention to private
revenue maximizing tolling.

Other recent writings on second-best regulation of road transport exter-
w xnalities include Verhoef et al. 17 on the efficiency of non-differentiated

w x w xtolling, Wilson 22 and d’Ouville and McDonald 13 on optimal road
w xcapacity supply with suboptimal congestion pricing, Braid 7 and Arnott et

w x w xal. 3 on uniform or stepwise pricing of a bottleneck, Arnott 1 , Sullivan
w x w x16 , and Fujita 8 on congestion policies through urban land use policies,

w x w x w xand Arnott et al. 4 , Glazer and Niskanen 9 , and Verhoef et al. 18 on
regulatory parking policies.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 starts off by investigating
the optimal one-route toll and its welfare economic properties. By compar-
ing these to first-best regulation, we are able to evaluate the relative
performance of one-route tolling in Section 3. In addition, we will discuss
the question of whether the cost of congestion charging itself may be a
reason for leaving some alternatives untolled. In Section 4 we consider the
case where tolling occurs for the purpose of revenue raising by some
private operator. Section 5 contains the conclusions.

2. OPTIMAL SECOND-BEST CONGESTION PRICING
WITH AN UNTOLLED ALTERNATIVE: SOME BASIC

WELFARE ECONOMIC PROPERTIES

In this section we discuss some basic welfare economic properties of
congestion pricing with an untolled alternative. We study a simple network

Ž . Ž .with two competing, possibly congested routes, one tolled route T , and
Ž .one untolled route U . It is assumed that the regulator wishes to set the

fee on the tolled route so as to maximize efficiency under the inherent
limitation of not tolling the other route. In doing so, some sub-goals
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Ž .related to overall efficiency have to be traded off. These are 1 an overall
Ž .demand ‘‘modal split’’ effect, being the extent to which road users

efficiently leave the road system altogether due to congestion pricing, and
Ž .2 a route split effect, being the extent to which the remaining road users
divide themselves efficiently among both routes. Generally, as one of the
routes remains untolled, it will be impossible to realize the first-best

Žsituation where both effects are optimized see also Bernstein and El
w x.Sanhouri 6 .

When considering congestion pricing with an untolled alternative, one
has to take account of both demand and cost interdependencies between
the two routes. In the problem’s most pure form, the public regards the
two alternative routes as perfect substitutes. We therefore consider one

Ž .single demand function D N , where N denotes the total number of road
Ž . Ž .users on both routes , and two average user cost functions c N andT T

Ž .c N , where naturally N s N q N and where average user cost andU U T U
also the value of time are assumed to be equal for all road users. In line

Ž w x.with Wardrop’s first principle Wardrop 21 , at any equilibrium the
average cost on route U should then be equal to the average cost on route
T plus the one-route fee f ; otherwise people would shift from the one
route to the other. Furthermore, both should be equal to marginal benefits
Ž .D N . The optimal one-route toll in this setting has originally been

w x w xderived by Levy-Lambert 11 and Marchand 12 . The reason for present-´
ing our alternative derivation is that we think it is significantly more
transparent and easy to follow than the two above mentioned.

Assuming that the regulator aims at maximizing total benefits, as given
by the area under the demand curve, minus total costs, he has to solve the
following Lagrangian:

N
LL s D n dn y N ? c N y N ? c NŽ . Ž . Ž .H T T T U U U

0

q l ? D N y c N y f q l ? D N y c N 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .T T T U U U

with N s N q N . The first-order conditions areT U

 LL
X X Xs D N y c N y N ? c N q l ? D N y c NŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .T T T T T T T T NT

ql ? DX N s0Ž .U

 LL
X Xs D N y c N y N ? c N q l ? D NŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .U U U U U T NU

ql ? DX N y cX N s0Ž . Ž .Ž .U U U
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 LL
s yl s 0T f

 LL
s D N y c N y f s 0Ž . Ž .T TlT

 LL
s D N y c N s 0.Ž . Ž .U UlU

Using l s 0, we findT

f s N ? cX N y l ? DX N .Ž . Ž .T T T U

Solving for l yieldsU

N ? cX NŽ .U U U
l s .X XU D N y c NŽ . Ž .U U

Substitution of l then yields the optimal second-best feeU

yDX NŽ .
X Xf s N ? c N y N ? c N ? , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .X XT T T U U U ž /c N y D NŽ . Ž .U U

Ž .while it can be shown that the first-best road price r on route i i s T, Ui
would be

r s N ? cX N . 3Ž . Ž .i i i i

Ž .The first term in 2 , equal to the marginal external congestion costs on
route T in the second-best optimum, captures the direct impact of the fee
on congestion on the tolled route itself. However, the second term indi-
cates that, for optimal use of the fee, one should also take account of the
‘‘spill-over’’ effects on the untolled route by subtracting some non-negative
term, which is a fraction of the marginal external congestion costs on the

Žuntolled route in the second-best optimum. This fraction which may range
.between 0 and 1 is given by the term between the large parentheses and
Ž . XŽ . X Ž .depends on the relative values of D N and c N ; that is, on theU U

slopes of the demand curve and the average cost curve on the untolled
route in the second-best optimum.

The actual impact of DX and cX on the expression for f is a bit hard toU
trace at once, as both appear twice in the second term. However, we can
obtain some insight by considering some extreme values of DX and cX . ForU

Ž X .instance, if overall demand is perfectly inelastic D s y` in the second-
Ž .best optimum, the term between the large parentheses in 2 approaches 1
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Ž .and 2 reduces to

f s N ? cX N y N ? cX N . 2XŽ . Ž . Ž .T T T U U U

As there is no effect of the policy on overall demand, but solely on route
split, the best thing the regulator can do is to concentrate on achieving the
optimal route split. Hence, the fee should be set at the difference between
the marginal external congestion costs on both routes in the second-best
optimum, in order to attain the efficient distribution of road users over
both routes. Note that, particularly when approaching this extreme case,

Ž .one cannot tell in advance whether 2 yields a positive tax. It may well be
negative, implying an optimal subsidy on using route T. In the extreme
case of completely inelastic overall demand, this would be the case
whenever marginal external congestion costs are higher on the untolled
route than on the tolled route in the second-best optimum. Another
possibility in this case would of course be taxation of route U, leaving T
untolled.

Ž X .Alternatively, if overall demand is perfectly elastic D s 0 in the
Ž .second-best optimum, 2 reduces to the following extreme expression:

f s N ? cX N . 2YŽ . Ž .T T T

The regulator may now ignore spill-over effects from route T to route U
since road usage on route U remains unaffected in any way: due to the
completely homogeneous and sufficiently large group of potential road

Ž .users, they will keep on entering route U up to a level where constant
marginal benefits are equal to marginal private cost, regardless of the type
of regulation on route T. Therefore, the best thing the regulator can do in
this case is to optimize usage of route T, ignoring the unavoidable welfare
loss on route U. In contrast to the former case, overall demand effects of

Ž .regulation be it solely on route T , rather than route split impacts, now
receive full attention.

Ž Y .The same expression 2 for the optimal one-route toll is found in the
w xcase considered by Knight 10 , where route U is complete uncongested

Ž X .c s 0 in the second-best optimum. Since regulation on route T thenU
apparently causes no spill-over cost in terms of increasing congestion

Žexternalities on route U there is no congestion on route U in the
.second-best optimum , the regulator may just optimize road use on route T

as if first-best conditions would apply.
We will not discuss the fourth extreme case, where route U is com-

Ž X .pletely congested in the second-best optimum c s ` , as this is of courseU
a highly unrealistic one. It is hard to image how, given the extreme
congestion on route U, the average user costs on route U and route T can
still be equal, as they should be in such an equilibrium. It is perhaps worth
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Žunderlining here that road usage is not measured in flows in which case,
because of the backward-bending cost curve, its derivative will indeed be

.infinite at some relevant point , but in numbers of road users instead.
Generally then, we may conclude that the second-best one-route conges-

tion fee in its optimal use trades off a number of ‘‘sub-goals’’ contributing
to the overall goal of efficient allocation. These sub-goals are related to
usage and congestion on both routes, and therefore comprise overall
demand and route split effects.

Figure 1 gives a diagrammatic sketch of the situation discussed above. In
Ž . Ž .the right panel, the demand D , marginal private cost MPC , and

Ž .marginal social cost MSC curves are drawn for the entire group of road
Žusers using two identical alternatives U and T we use identical routes for

.ease of diagrammatic presentation . The middle and left panels give the
cost curves for both routes. Optimal first-best regulation implies a levy r
on both routes, leading to a reduction in usage from N 0 to N r, composed
of reductions from N 0 and N r and from N 0 to N r . The increase in socialT T U U
welfare is given by the surface of the bold triangle in the right panel.

However, the use of the optimal second-best fee f on route T alone, as
Ž .given by 2 , leads to a reduction in the number of trips made on route T

from N 0 to N f , and an increase in the number of trips made on route UT T
0 f Žfrom N to N because of route switching note that switching occurs soU U

Ž .FIG. 1. The welfare effects of first-best two-route bold versus second-best one-route
Ž .bold minus shaded and black congestion pricing.
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.that marginal benefits on both routes remain equalized . The reduction in
total usage is therefore only from N 0 to N f, and the use of this policy
misses out on the potential welfare gains as given by the shaded triangle in
the right panel. Moreover, the reduction from N 0 to N f is not accom-
plished in its most efficient way, which would have been reductions to N f U

T
f U Žand N , respectively where the marginal social costs on both routes areU

.equalized . Therefore, the two black triangles give additional welfare losses
of one-route tolling in comparison with first-best regulation. Obviously, the
total welfare gain of optimal one-route tolling will be non-negative; other-
wise the optimal second-best fee would simply be zero.

w xIn Verhoef et al. 17 , an index of relative welfare improvement v was
used, defined as the ratio of the overall welfare gain under second-best
regulation compared to non-intervention, and the overall welfare gain
under first-best regulation compared to non-intervention. This index will in
this case be

0 f UN NU fv s S n dn y k n y k N dnŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H U U U U UUf fN NU

Uf f 0UN N NT fy k N y k n dn S n dn q S n dn,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H H HT T T T T
f r fN N NT

4Ž .
where the function S is defined as the difference between marginal social
cost minus marginal benefits and k denotes marginal social cost for groupi

Ž .i. The denominator of 4 represents the bold triangle in the right panel of
Fig. 1. The first term in the numerator gives the surface of this triangle
minus the shaded area, and the second and third term represent the two
black triangles in the left and middle panel, respectively. We will consider
the various factors determining the value of v in the next section.

3. FACTORS DETERMINING THE RELATIVE
PERFORMANCE OF ONE-ROUTE TOLLING

In this section we discuss the outcomes of some simulations that were
performed in order to arrive at some more explicit results than the general
specification in the foregoing section allows. When switching toward
explicit functions, one is soon confronted with very tedious expressions,
depending of course on the functional forms chosen for the demand and
cost functions. As there is no theoretical reason to prefer any of the
functional forms possible, and in order to keep the analysis manageable
and the outcomes tractable, we decided to keep the simulation model as
simple as possible by assuming that these functions are affine over the

Žrelevant ranges considered that is, the range containing the non-interven-
.tion, second-best, and first-best levels of usage . Although the use of affine
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functions may be criticized, they are in any case sufficient to serve the
general goal of the simulations, which is the assessment of the influence of
some key factors related to demand and cost structures on the relative
performance of one-route tolling. Finally, it is worth mentioning that

w xArnott et al. 2, 5 have pointed out at several occasions that the affine
congestion cost function is not necessarily unreasonable, since it can be

w xinterpreted as a reduced form representation of the Vickrey 20 bottle-
neck model.

3.1. The Model

The model then consists of one joint affine demand function, character-
ized by slope a and intersection d ,

D s d y a ? N q N . 5Ž . Ž .T U

Ž .Next, for both routes i s T, U , the marginal private cost MPC, equal to
average social cost ASC, consists of a free-flow cost component k and ai
congestion cost component which is assumed to be proportional to total
usage N with a factor b ,i i

MPC s ASC s k q b ? N ; i s T, U. 6Ž .i i i i i

All parameters are non-negative, and we will only consider ‘‘regular’’
networks, where both routes are at least marginally used under non-inter-

Žvention and under both types of regulation that is, first-best and second-
.best . Apart from the explicit functions, the model is further identical to

the one presented in Section 2. Under the three different regulatory
regimes of non-intervention, second-best one-route tolling, and first-best
two-route tolling, equilibrium usage on both routes will be as given in
Table 1.

For the ‘‘base case’’ of our model, the following parameter values were
chosen: a s 0.01; d s 50; k s k s 20; and b s b s 0.02. So, bothT U T U
routes are assumed to be identical in the base case. No surprise then that
equilibrium usage under non-intervention is equal on both routes: N sT
N s 750. Marginal private cost amounts to 35.00 on both routes; marginalU
social cost to 50.00. Under first-best regulation, optimal road prices of
r s r s 10.00 are found for both routes, with marginal private cost thenT U
amounting to 30.00 and marginal social cost to 40.00 on both routes. The
optimal road prices for both routes are therefore equal to the difference
between these two, as theory dictates. Optimal usage is 500 on both routes.
Under second-best one-route tolling, the second-best optimal fee for route
T is 5.45. Marginal private cost is 30.91 on route T, and 36.36 on route U;
the difference is exactly equal to the additional fee on route T, so that user
equilibrium is indeed guaranteed. Marginal social cost is 41.82 on route T,
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and 52.73 on route U, readily demonstrating a non-optimal route split:
road usage is 545 on route T and 818 on route U. Finally, the index of
relative welfare improvement v is equal to 0.273 in this base case,
indicating that 27.3% of the potential efficiency gains under two-route
tolling will be realized with one-route tolling.

By varying the model’s respective parameters, it is possible to gain
insight into the conditions under which one-route tolling is a relatively
Ž .un attractive option. The results are presented below. Obviously, with this
type of modelling exercise, there are many more possibilities than just the
ones reported below. Many of these have been studied; the ones discussed
below are those that were found to be the most interesting.

3.2. Varying Cost Parameters

First, we consider the free-flow cost parameters, for instance reflecting
the length of the links. Figure 2 gives the course of v, and of the optimal
first-best and second-best fees, for an increasing difference between these
parameters. Instead of varying just one of the parameters, we simultane-
ously raised k while lowering k , both by 1.5 each step, the base case ofT U
k s k s 20 being in the center. First of all, although the congestionT U
parameters are equal for both routes, first-best tolls on both routes do not
coincide. This may be surprising at first sight, as one might expect the level

FIG. 2. Varying free-flow costs: optimal fees and index of relative welfare improvement.
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of free-flow cost to be a purely ‘‘internal’’ cost component, without any
impact on optimal fees. However, due to the fact that road users distribute

Žthemselves among the two routes such that marginal private cost includ-
.ing the internal congestion cost component are equalized, there is a direct

effect of differences in free-flow costs on the optimal tolls. Generally
speaking, the lower the free-flow cost, the higher the internal congestion
cost, and hence also the higher the external congestion cost will be. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2 by the courses of the first-best fees.

Due to this effect, also the optimal one-route toll and the index of
relative welfare improvement show an interesting pattern in Fig. 2. When
the free-flow costs on route T grow sufficiently high compared to those on

Ž .route U on the right-hand side of the figure , the optimal one-route toll
Ž .may actually turn into a subsidy f is negative . Marginal social costs on

route U are then so much higher than those on route T that it is even
worthwhile to attract some new traffic as a negative side-effect to the main
aim of diverting traffic from route U to route T. For obvious reasons,
first-best congestion tolls will never be negative. At the turning point,
where f changes sign and is equal to zero, the index of relative welfare
improvement therefore reaches its theoretical minimum of zero. Sticking
to the range where the optimal one-route toll is a tax, it is clear that
second-best regulation becomes more attractive the lower the free-flow
costs on route T compared to those on route U. This is due to the fact that
the regulator then controls that route which is, in the first place, more
important in terms of usage and, secondly, where market forces tend to
give rise to the largest congestion externalities. The first of these two
reasons is illustrated by the fact that the optimal one-route toll approaches
the optimal first-best toll on route T in these cases.

Also for varying differences in the congestion cost parameters b whilei
Žkeeping k s k s 20 not presented graphically here, but the interestedT U

w x.reader is referred to Verhoef et al. 19 , one-route tolling is more
efficient, the higher b is in comparison to b . Apart from the fact thatU T
the regulator then again controls the more important route, route U then
becomes an increasingly unattractive alternative for route T because of the
internal part of the congestion cost, which makes the occurrence of
adverse spill-overs due to regulation on route T less likely. In contrast to
Fig. 2, for any difference in the congestion cost parameters, the first-best
fees will be equal for both routes. The reason for this again perhaps
counter-intuitive result becomes clear after considering the equilibrating
effects of user behavior. In the first-best optimum, marginal social cost
should be equalized between the two routes. Given the fact that road users
distribute themselves over both links such that average social cost are
equalized, and given the equality of free-flow costs and the affine form of
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the marginal cost functions, the result follows. Finally, with equal free-flow
costs, f will not fall below zero.

In conclusion, for both types of cost parameter, the regulator should
preferably perform one-route tolling on the lower cost route.

3.3. Varying Demand Characteristics

Next, we consider the demand parameters. Figure 3 shows what happens
when ‘‘tilting’’ the demand curve around the original non-intervention
equilibrium, doubling the slope at each step. Both the slope a and
intersection d therefore change simultaneously, in order to avoid ending

Ž .up with very large small markets when demand approaches perfect
Ž .in- elasticity. Both routes are again assumed to be identical in terms of
cost functions, and it should therefore be no surprise that the optimal
first-best tolls are equal for both routes in all cases.

On the left-hand side of Fig. 3, low values for a are found, indicating
high demand elasticities. As noted in Section 2, the regulator may in the
extreme of a flat demand curve ignore spill-over effects from route T to
route U, as road use on route U remains unaffected by changes in f due to

FIG. 3. Varying demand characteristics: optimal fees and index of relative welfare im-
provement.
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the completely homogeneous and sufficiently large group of potential road
users. The best thing to do in this case is to optimize usage of route T. This
is also reflected by the fact that the optimal one-route fee on route T is
equal to the first-best optimal fee. Logically, the index of relative welfare
improvement is 0.5 in this case. In the same section however, we asserted
that as demand approaches complete inelasticity, regulation should more
and more concentrate on route split effects than on overall demand,
suggesting increasing scope for one-route tolling. It may in that light seem
odd that v decreases when moving toward more inelastic demand. The
reason, however, is that with identical routes, the market itself will take
care of optimal route split. As in this case any one-route toll will therefore
only be distortionary in this respect; its beneficial effects in terms of
overall demand reduction are largely eroded. Put differently, the property
of one-route tolling affecting route split is only useful in those cases where
the market itself does not lead to efficient route splits, which it actually
does when both routes are identical.

As a matter of fact, it is not even enough to introduce a difference in the
congestion cost parameter to make one-route tolling only slightly efficient
at inelastic demand. As already noted, differentials in congestion cost
parameters do not affect the efficiency of a market-based route split.

However, when free-flow user costs differ between the two routes, we
obtain the effect suggested in Section 2 where one-route tolling at inelastic
demand yields the same welfare improvement as does two-route tolling. In

ŽFig. 4, the tolled route is assumed to have the higher free-flow costs this
case could correspond to two highways between two cities, with the tolled

.highway being longer than the untolled highway . The optimal one-route
toll at perfectly inelastic demand is a subsidy, exactly equal to the differ-
ence between the two first-best tolls and yielding exactly the same welfare
improvement: v s 1. As in Fig. 2, the turning point where the optimal

Ž .one-route toll turns into a subsidy so that f s 0 and v s 0 marks that
specific unfavorable combination of parameters where the sub-goals of
route split and overall demand are equally important for overall efficiency
but require opposite incentives.

ŽWhen setting k y k s y10 instead of 10 that is the case corre-T U
sponding to the reasonable real-world situation where an arterial road

. Ž .parallel to a toll-road is not priced , optimal one-route taxes no subsidies
and higher values of v result throughout. The optimal one-route toll again
equals the first-best toll on the tolled route in the limit of completely
elastic demand and equals the difference between the two first-best tolls in
the limit of perfectly inelastic demand, again with v s 1. For reasons of
space, the corresponding graph is not presented here.
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FIG. 4. Varying demand characteristics with a free-flow cost differential: optimal fees and
index of relative welfare improvement.

3.4. Considering the Cost of Congestion Charging

Obviously, if regulation were costless, there would not be much that
could be said in favor of one-route tolling, at least not from an efficiency
point of view. In the foregoing sub-sections, we found values of v gener-
ally smaller than 1, indicating a general inferiority of one-route tolling.
However, tolling is not costless in practice, and the cost of congestion
charging might indeed be such that it is actually preferable to leave one
route untolled, as the losses in terms of smaller welfare gains from
regulation may be offset by certain savings in terms of the cost of tolling.
The simulations presented in the previous section may give an idea of
when this could be the case; in other words, when ‘‘rat-running’’ should be
allowed from an efficiency point of view. One could distinguish various

Ž .sorts of costs of congestion charging: 1 a fixed component, depending on
Žthe question of whether to regulate at all for instance, the fixed costs of

. Ž . Žhaving a regulatory agency ; 2 a route-specific fixed component for
instance, costs of installing electronic devices when using electronic road

. Ž . Žpricing ; and 3 a variable cost component the cost per regulated user,
.such as administration costs . As it is these latter two that may eventually
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determine the choice of whether to leave the option of an untolled
alternative, we ignore the first one in what follows.

When considering the cost of tolling within the framework of the
simulation model used above, it is not particularly insightful to engage in a
‘‘cost-benefit of regulation’’ type of analysis, in which the policy yielding
the highest net benefits would be the most favorable: when dealing with
simulated data, one could make any assumption about the costs of regula-
tion. In order then to obtain some insight into the impacts of such costs,
let us assume that the same technology is used for both types of regulation,
so that the fixed costs of regulation are twice as high for two-route tolling

Ž .than they are for one-route tolling and the per vehicle variable costs of
tolling are the same for both policies. We are then able to make at least
some general observations on the relative ‘‘cost-effectiveness of regulation’’
of one-route and two-route tolling.

Ž .For instance, consider the fixed route-specific cost of tolling, assuming
Ž .that variable per vehicle costs of tolling are equal to zero. It can then be

Žasserted that one-route tolling cannot be ‘‘overall efficient’’ that is, when
.also taking account of such fixed costs of tolling whenever v - 1r2. If

v - 1r2, two-route tolling will yield more than twice as much net benefit,
at only double investment costs. Hence, either two-route tolling, or no
tolling at all will eventually be the most ‘‘overall efficient’’ option. With
v G 1r2, we cannot be sure which type of regulation will be optimal:
although the investment in regulation on the second route will yield less
net benefits than does the investment on the first route, these additional
benefits may or may not exceed the additional cost. A first conclusion then
is that when the two routes are identical, the fixed cost of tolling cannot be
a reason for choosing on-route tolling: v for the simulation in Fig. 3 is
always smaller than 1r2, and only approaches 1r2 when demand tends
toward complete elasticity. However, cost differentials between the two
routes may indeed cause one-route tolling to be more overall efficient than
two-route tolling; in particular when the cost parameters for the tolled
route are lower than those for the untolled route so that it is the more

Ž .important one see Fig. 2 . These are the ranges where it may be ineffi-
cient to prevent all rat-running. However, when the cost parameters on the
tolled route are higher than on the untolled route, one-route tolling can
only be more overall efficient than two-route tolling at relatively inelastic

Ž .demand see Fig. 4 .
Ž .The question of whether the variable per vehicle cost of tolling may

also affect the relative performance of both types of policy in such a way
that one-route tolling may eventually be the more efficient option is not as
easy to consider with the simulations presented above, as the inclusion of
such variable costs of regulation would actually lead to a new optimization
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Ž .problem, different from 1 . Still, a first impression can be obtained by
observing that in our simulations, apart from situations with rather inelas-
tic demand in combination with free-flow cost differentials, high values of
v are only found when the tolled route is the relatively attractive one.
However, calculations have shown that the welfare improvement per
regulated vehicle with one-route tolling in such cases at best only mildly

Ž .exceeds and often falls short of the welfare improvement per regulated
vehicle with two-route tolling, which again implies that two-route tolling
will often be more overall efficient than one-route tolling, also when
accounting for variable cost of regulation. The exception, again, is at
inelastic demand with free-flow cost differentials.

In conclusion, our simulations suggest that one-route tolling can in some
cases be more overall efficient than two-route tolling, that is, when also
considering the costs of regulation. This might particularly occur in situa-
tions of inelastic demand in combination with free-flow cost differentials

Ž .between the two routes and}especially for fixed route-specific costs of
regulation}when the cost parameters for the untolled route exceed those
for the tolled route. Finally, fixed costs of regulation seem to be more of a
reason to apply one-route tolling for efficiency reasons than are variable
costs of regulation.

4. REVENUE-MAXIMIZING TOLLING
UNDER PRIVATE CONTROL

A quite different reason for one-route tolling to occur in practice could
be private ownership, with revenue-maximizing tolling on a part of the
infrastructure. In this section we will discuss this possibility. We do not

Žconsider the investment decisions of such a private owner which we also
.ignored with public tolling , and concentrate on the pricing behavior of a

revenue-maximizing operator, controlling either a part of the infrastruc-
ture or the entire network. We only consider revenue-maximizing non-dis-
criminatory fees: the operator sets just one fee for all users on a route.

4.1. Revenue-Maximizing Fees

The revenue-maximizing one-route fee f can be found by solving the
following Lagrangian:

LL s f ? N q l ? D N y c N y f q l ? D N y c NŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .T T T T U U U

7Ž .
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with N s N q N . The first-order conditions areT U

 LL
X X Xs f q l ? D N y c N q l ? D N s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .T T T U NT

 LL
X X Xs l ? D N q l ? D N y c N s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .T U U U NU

 LL
s N y l s 0T Tf

 LL
s D N y c N y f s 0Ž . Ž .T TlT

 LL
s D N y c N s 0.Ž . Ž .U UlU

Using l s N , we findT T

f s N ? cX N y DX N y l ? DX N .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .T T T U

Solving for l yieldsU

yN ? DX NŽ .T
l s .X XU D N y c NŽ . Ž .U U

Substitution of l then yields the following revenue-maximizing one-routeU
fee

cX NŽ .U UX Xf s N ? c N y N ? D N ? , 8Ž . Ž . Ž .X XT T T T ž /c N y D NŽ . Ž .U U

whereas it can be shown that revenue-maximizing two-route tolling implies
Ž .a toll r on route i i s T, U equal toi

r s N ? cX N y N ? DX N . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i

Ž . Ž .A first remark on expressions 8 and 9 is that a monopolistic supplier is
generally inclined to internalize the congestion externality. This is espe-

Ž .cially clear in 9 : the revenue-maximizing two-route toll consists of the
marginal external congestion costs plus a demand-related monopolistic

Ž w x. Ž .mark-up see also Rouwendal and Rietveld 14 . Also a comparison of 8
Ž .with 2 shows a similarity between f and f : the first term, giving the

first-best congestion fee on the tolled route, appears in both expressions.
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However, whereas for the optimal second-best one-route toll some non-
negative term has to be subtracted, for the revenue-maximizing one-route
toll some non-positive term has to be subtracted. Clearly, the revenue-
maximizing toll will never be a subsidy. This second term is a variation on

Ž Ž . Ž ..the monopolistic mark-up N in 9 is replaced by N in 8 , weighted byT
a factor depending on the slopes of the cost function on the untolled route
and of the demand curve. We could trace through these effects in the
same way we did in Section 2 for the optimal second-best one-route toll.
However, for the sake of space we will not do so but immediately turn to
the relative efficiency of revenue-maximizing tolling.

We consider the same basic simulations as discussed in Section 3, and
will investigate the index of relative welfare improvement not only for

Žrevenue-maximizing tolling on one, but also on both routes see Table 2
.for equilibrium usage in both cases . The reason is that one might suspect

that private ownership of both routes may in some instances be preferable
to private ownership of one route, due to adverse route split effects in the
latter case. Such adverse route split effects may indeed be considerable
with revenue-maximizing tolling on one route, as can be seen from the

Ž . Ž .difference between Eqs. 2 and 8 : whereas the second term is negative in
the former, reflecting the public regulator’s concern with spill-over effects,
it is positive in the latter, reflecting complete neglect of such effects by a
revenue-maximizing operator.

4.2. Varying Cost Parameters

Figure 5 shows, for the same free-flow cost parameter differentials as in
Fig. 2, the optimal second-best and the revenue-maximizing one-route
tolls, as well as the index of relative welfare improvement for these two
regimes and for private tolling of both routes. As may be expected, both

Ž . Ž .intuitively and from the expressions for f and f in Eqs. 2 and 8 ,
respectively, the revenue-maximizing one-route toll f exceeds the optimal
one-route fee f throughout. The difference between the revenue-maximiz-
ing one-route toll f and the optimal one-route fee f turns out to be quite
stable, slightly increasing as the free-flow cost on the tolled route becomes
higher in comparison to that on the untolled route. In the extreme on the
right-hand side, where optimal one-route tolling is in terms of subsidizing
usage of route T, the private owner still applies positive tolls. The private
toll only falls to zero when non-intervention usage on route T falls to zero,
in the most extreme case considered.

Given the relative closeness of the two fees, it will not be surprising that
the index of relative welfare improvement for revenue-maximizing one-

Ž .route tolling denoted v remains relatively close to v over the entireP
range considered, with v naturally exceeding v throughout. It shouldP
also be noted that v may of course fall below zero when welfare underP
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FIG. 5. Varying free-flow costs: optimal and revenue-maximizing one-route fees and
indices of relative welfare improvement.

revenue-maximizing regulation is below welfare under non-intervention.
ŽFor almost the entire right-hand side of Fig. 5 where free-flow costs on

.the tolled route exceed those on the untolled route , this indeed is the
case.

Next, it is remarkable that the index of relative welfare improvement for
Ž .revenue-maximizing two-route tolling denoted v exceeds v over aP2 P

considerable range. Apparently, in many cases it is preferable from an
efficiency point of view to have a private owner tolling the entire network
rather than just a part of it, because in the former case he will have an
incentive to avoid adverse route split effects as this will not be in line with
overall revenue maximization. Therefore, the intuitive expectation that it is
‘‘good’’ for overall economic efficiency to restrict monopolistic market
power does certainly not necessarily hold for the control of congested road
networks. Here, it may often be more efficient to have a monopolist
controlling the entire network rather than just a part of it, as route split
may become seriously distorted in the latter case.

Perhaps even more surprising, private two-route tolling even outper-
forms optimal one-route tolling over a considerable range, whenever the
free-flow costs on the tolled route exceed those on the untolled route and
also if the free-flow costs on the untolled route only moderately exceed
those on the tolled route. Distortions caused by adverse route split effects,
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even with optimal one-route tolling, then exceed distortions from
monopolistic pricing on both routes. However, a large part of the potential
efficiency gain due to monopolistic pricing will of course accrue to the
private regulator. Hence, although the effect of monopolistic two-route
pricing on overall efficiency of road usage may be attractive, the distribu-
tion of these welfare benefits need not be.

ŽFor congestion cost parameter differentials not presented graphically
.here v also consistently falls short of v, the difference increasing theP

Žsmaller b in comparison to b recall from Section 3.2 that these are theT U
.ranges where public one-route tolling is relatively attractive . Also, v P

may again fall below zero, in particular for more extreme congestion cost
parameter differentials. Finally, v was again found to exceed both vP2 P

Žand v over significant ranges this latter especially when the two routes
.are more comparable in terms of congestion cost parameters .

4.3. Varying Demand Characteristics
Finally, Fig. 6 shows what happens when demand characteristics vary.

We only present the case with identical routes, as the course of f, v , andP
v over the range of slopes of the demand curve studied turned out to beP2
hardly influenced by the occurrence of cost differentials on both routes
Ž .unlike f and v ; see Section 3.3 .

FIG. 6. Varying demand characteristics: optimal and revenue-maximizing one-route fees
and indices of relative welfare improvement.
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Ž . Ž .When comparing Eqs. 8 and 2 , it can be seen that the two types of
one-route tolling will yield a more similar fee, the flatter the demand
curve, as then the second terms approach zero and the identical first terms

Ž . Ž .remain. Likewise, when comparing 9 and 3 , the same turns out to hold
for the two types of two-route fees. This explains the equivalence between
f and f, and between v and v on the left-hand side of Fig. 6, as well asP
the fact that v is practically equal to 1.P2

On the other hand, as demand becomes more inelastic, the one-route
fees f and f rapidly diverge, leading to a fast-growing gap between v and
v , with the latter becoming negative due to the fact that it is especiallyP

Ž .route split neglected by the revenue maximizer that becomes important
for overall efficiency. The pattern of v is roughly the same, but moreP2
extreme. In general, at more inelastic demand, revenue-maximizing tolling
tends to become more inefficient due to the extremely high road prices
charged. Hence, for the relative performance of revenue-maximizing tolling,
be it one-route or two-route, the prevailing demand structure is a crucial
factor.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we studied second-best congestion pricing in the presence
of an untolled alternative. For the various reasons outlined in the intro-
duction, this is certainly not an issue of mere academic interest but one

Ž .that may be encountered nowadays and in the near future in numerous
instances. Our findings therefore may be highly relevant for the design of
congestion policies.

We considered a two-link network, with one route tolled and one
untolled, with elastic demand, taking completely inelastic demand as a
limiting case. The second-best one-route congestion toll in its optimal use
trades off a number of sub-goals contributing to the overall goal of
efficient usage of road infrastructure capacity. These sub-goals are related
to usage and congestion on both routes and therefore comprise overall
demand and route split effects.

Using a simulation model, we investigated the effects of several parame-
ters relating to the cost and the demand structure on the relative efficiency
of one-route tolling. We found that the lower the two cost parameters

Ž .considered a free-flow cost parameter and a congestion cost parameter
on the tolled route, the less unattractive one-route tolling becomes from
an efficiency point of view. With identical routes, one-route tolling be-
comes less unattractive the more elastic the demand; when free-flow costs
differ between the two routes however, one-route tolling also becomes
attractive at inelastic demand, as it is then route split that determines the

Žefficiency of regulation. Concerning the cost of regulation, with fixed per
.route cost of regulation it may indeed be efficient not to toll both routes,

in particular if the cost parameters for the untolled route exceed those for
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Ž .the tolled route. Variable per vehicle cost of regulation is less of a reason
to allow rat-running for efficiency reasons.

Finally, we considered revenue-maximizing tolling on one or on both
routes. Revenue-maximizing one-route tolling can by definition never be
more efficient than optimal one-route tolling. However, revenue-maximiz-
ing two-route tolling may actually lead to a more efficient usage of road
space than does optimal one-route tolling. The intuitive expectation that it
is ‘‘good’’ for overall economic efficiency to restrict monopolistic power
certainly does not necessarily hold for the control of congested road
networks. Here, it may often be more efficient to have a monopolist
controlling the entire network rather than just a part of it, as route split
may become seriously distorted in the latter case. However, when demand
becomes more inelastic, revenue-maximizing tolling tends to get more
inefficient due to the extremely high road prices charged. Furthermore, a
large part of the potential efficiency gain due to monopolistic pricing will
of course accrue to the private regulator. Hence, although the effect of
monopolistic two-route pricing on the overall efficiency of road usage may
be attractive, the distribution of these welfare benefits need not be.

APPENDIX: LIST OF SYMBOLS

N Total number of road users
N Number of road users on the tolled routeT
N Number of road users on the untolled routeU
Ž .D N Inverse demand function
Ž . Ž .c N Average social s marginal private cost on the tolled routeT T
Ž . Ž .c N Average social s marginal private cost on the untolled routeU U

l Lagrangian multiplier
r First-best congestion fee for route ii
f Second-best optimal one-route toll
v Index of relative welfare improvement
S Marginal social cost minus marginal benefits
k Marginal social cost on route ii
d Intersection of the demand curve with the vertical axis

Ž .a Minus the slope of the demand curve
k Average free-flow user cost on route ii

Ž .b Slope of the average s private cost function on route ii
f Revenue-maximizing one-route toll
r Revenue-maximizing toll on route ii
v Index of relative welfare improvement for revenue-maximizingP

one-route tolling
v Index of relative welfare improvement for revenue-maximizingP2

two-route tolling
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